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Small Top Loading Washing Machine 

 

The small top loading washing machine is made of 

brand new ABS + PP environmentally friendly high 

elastic plastic, tenacity, durable, and beautiful as 

new. The small top loading washing machine 

adopts simple operation panel, which is easy to 

use and understand, and can be used by adults 

and children. It has humanized portable, 

everywhere manifests the detail, the care meaning, 

brings the surprise and the convenience to you. 

 

 

Product Description 

We are convinced that with joint endeavours, the small business between us will bring us 

mutual benefits. We could assure you products quality and competitive selling price for 

Personlized Products China Small Top Loading Washing Machine, Honest cooperation 

along with you, altogether will produce happy tomorrow! 

 

Personlized Products China Washing Machine and Top Loading Washing Machine price, 

Our products are produced with the best raw materials. Every moment, we constantly 

improve the production programe. In order to ensure better quality and service, we have 

now been focusing on the production process. We've got got high praise by partner. We 

have been looking forward to establishing business relationship with you. 

 

The small top loading washing machine is made of brand new ABS + PP environmentally 

friendly high elastic plastic, tenacity, durable, and beautiful as new. The small top loading 

washing machine adopts simple operation panel, which is easy to use and understand, 

and can be used by adults and children. It has humanized portable, everywhere manifests 

the detail, the care meaning, brings the surprise and the convenience to you. 

 

Moedel: XPB50-2008S(52GS) 

Wash Capacity: 5.0 Kg 

Spin Capacity: 2.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 250 W 

Spin Power: 150 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 625*385*700mm 

Packing Size: 645*405*720mm 

N.W./G.W.: 11.2/13.0 KG 

https://www.cn-sandie.com/small-top-loading-washing-machine.html
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MOQ/40HQ Container: 370 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. The small top loading washing machine is made of brand new ABS + PP 

environmentally friendly high elastic plastic, tenacity, durable, and beautiful as new. The 

plastic box is made of new environmental protection material, which is more suitable for 

rainy areas in the middle and south, so as to avoid the problem of rust easily caused by 

the steel plate box in wet place for a long time. 

 

 

2. The small top loading washing machine adopts simple operation panel, which is easy to 

use and understand, and can be used by adults and children. 

 

 

3. The design of the water injection nozzle is the top of the machine, which is convenient 

to install the water inlet pipe and is more convenient to use. 

 

 

4. Washing timing, 5-gear washing timing, you can freely set the washing time as you like. 

 

 

5. The small top loading washing machine have washing and drainage switch. Function 

conversion knob, three washing modes, laundry can be done as you like. 

 

 

6. Spin timing, 5 gear time optional, according to the clothing spin time, reduces to the 

clothing wear. 

 

 

7. The small top loading washing machine of details show the quality, and are carefully 

designed for you. 

 

 

8. The small top loading washing machine have two washing modes, one more choice for 

clothes. 

 

 

9. Composite wave wheel, three-layer composite design, prevent clothing knot, improve 

cleaning effect. 

 

 

10. Lower drainage, more thorough drainage. 
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11. The small top loading washing machine has humanized portable, everywhere 

manifests the detail, the care meaning, brings the surprise and the convenience to you. 

 

 

12. The small top loading washing machine has transparent cover design makes the 

washing process clear at a glance. 

 

 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 
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5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 


